
LINK VI p. 73 QR code reading 
 

1. At what time of day does the tour of Cambridge take place? Takes place at night  
2. How does the small size of the group affect the price of the tours? Cost a lot/ be expensive  
3. How has she managed to get the permissions? had many interviews with curators and 

persuaded them 
4. How many tourists will there be in Monica’s groups? Maximum of five people  
5. How will Monica’s tours differ from other tours? – tour groups will be very small 
6. What can any tourist do? buy a guide book, see the sights, go on an open-top bus tour, hire a 

tour guide 
7. What can you get on a special walkway in the Radcliffe Camera? – 360l view of the city  
8. What cities does she have in her offer? Bath, Cambridge, Oxford, Lancaster and York 
9. What did she persuade the curator to? that she and her tourist will treat the places with 

respect 
10. What do the cities Monica mentions have in common? They all have lots of history  
11. What has Monica done? has researched interesting buildings and facts in five UK cities 
12. What is a common attraction on Oxford? Radcliffe Camera 
13. What shape is the famous Radcliffe Camera? Circular  
14. What subject has Monica studied? History  
15. What the tour of Cambridge will focus on? The story of the night climbers of Cambridge  
16. What tours will she offer? tailor-made tours 
17. What will make Monika's tour’s stand out? Her groups will be getting inside places that most 

tourists never see and examining documents and artefacts  
18. What will Monica Gordon be soon offering? –completely different tours 
19. Where is Monica planning to expand her tours? to other countries 
20. Where will Monica’s tourists be able to climb in Oxford? the roof of the Radcliffe Camera 
21. Where will the tours take place? in the UK / in five cities 
22. Who are Monica’s tours for? For real connoisseurs  
23. Who has she had interviews with? With curators  
24. Why has Monica done a lot of research? To find really special things and places to see  
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